
Family Pharmacy
Family Care

If it were my Grandma
Every decision made with Brighton Health Mart LTC 

Pharmacy starts with our staff putting themselves in 

the patient’s shoes. To understand the patient is to 

understand their needs and care.

It is not just one person
Although our primary focus are the needs of the patient, 

we realize that it takes a team to deliver personalized care. 

Brighton LTC staff is continuously tailoring services to give 

our families, nurses, physicians, and facility administrators 

the most valuable information and resources possible. 

We believe that helping to reduce barriers for the nursing 

team will ultimately result in increasing the level of care

for each patient.

Advanced Technology 

for Advanced Care 

With an eye on the horizon, Brighton has positioned each LTC 

partner to be prepared to embrace healthcare practices of the 

future. By investing in advanced pharmacy software, we have 

access to over 42 eMAR systems and detailed reporting. Our 

technology reduces waste, prevents errors, and provides more 

precious time for the facility staff to care for each resident.

Care Based on Your Needs

Pick up or delivery
Daily deliveries are scheduled, but our schedules are 

certainly based on your needs. Is a medication urgently 

needed? Expect it right away. Is it Sunday? Drivers are on 

staff. Christmas Eve? A pharmacist will be at your door. 

We know that your loyalty to our business does not take 

a day off. Neither will we.

Brighton has undergone assessment from the Institute for 

Safe Medication Practices. It is our focus to provide the 

safest pharmacy experience to your patients and family. 

This is never compromised. Never.

Dedicated phone & fax for LTC facility staff
You will never hear a machine pick up, because we pride 

ourselves in being a real pharmacy for real nurses caring

for real patients.

We welcome you to explore 

the services and the care that 

Brighton Health Mart Long Term 

Care Pharmacy has offered for 

over twenty years. Started

in 1989, Brighton has a proven 

history and stable presence in 

pharmaceutical delivery to over 

500 residents throughout Beaver 

County. With a staff comprised 

of a family of pharmacists, we 

the best choice for your family.

Contact us

525 5th Avenue 
New Brighton, PA 15066 

Main
724-847-7979 

LTC
724-891-1656 

LTC Fax
866-593-1093 
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Save on Prescriptions

The Brighton Health Mart LTC Pharmacy staff understands 

are available to explore the following options:

� PACE enrollment

� Patient Assistance Programs

� Medicare Part D

� Prescription Discount Programs

� Brand/Generic Substitutions

� Donut Hole preparation

monthly prescription costs. If you have a family member 

or resident who needs a little extra help, Brighton is the 

best choice for offering options to help save on costs 

while preserving care quality.

Medication Management

Choosing the right dispensing method 

for your facility

Each facility has a unique way of caring for its patients. 

any facility offering a variety of dispensing options to best 

suite your facilities needs. Every option makes medication 

member. The Brighton Health Mart Pharmacy team are  

options include: pillow packs, bingo cards and dispill 

multi-dose. 

Flexible Solutions 
for Your Facility Needs

Our Long Term Care Pharmacy team provides the same 

personal service that our retail customers have come to 

expect. This philosophy extends through every aspect of 

our pharmacy business. 

Customer care

Our team is trained to make a pharmacy switch as easy as 

possible. We tailor to the facility needs with on site training, 

specialized cost management assessments, and we 

are only a call away with our direct phone line and 24/7 

emergency pharmacist line. 

Continued care

A facility might be temporary. Let Brighton LTC Staff be a 

part of your continued care as you move forward on your 

journey in life. 

Specialized carts, computers and automation

At Brighton Health Mart Pharmacy we customize the 

medication carts and computers for the best optimized 

care. Our LTC team will customize equipment to the facilities 

needs, whether it be a wood grain medication cart with touch 

keypad or a hand held tablet running a full suite of software. 

Pillow Packs Bingo Cards Dispill 
Multi-Dose

Brighton Health Mart Pharmacy was started by 

Harry Davis and his wife Linda in 1989. Since 

the beginning they have driven and maintained 

the business. With over 40 years of pharmacy 

experience the family has grown the pharmacy 

into four locations. Brighton Health Mart has 

maintained themselves as one of the 

technology leaders in the pharmacy trade. Their 

care and professionalism shines through every 

employee interaction within this facility. At 

Brighton the focus is to treat every patient, 

caregiver, and healthcare provider like they are 

part of the family. This care shines through in 

the personalized service offered, assuring that 

patient care is always the top priority. Ethics 

and dedication are the driving values that 

Brighton Health Mart continues to maintain.

Check out our family of pharmacies at 

memawrx.com 
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